NEW STUDENT MAGAZINE TO BE PUBLISHED

LITERARY EFFORT TO BE CALLED 'THE STUDENT': WILL BE OPEN FORUM

TO APPEAR MONDAY

Purposes to Stir Up Student Thought and Discussion on Current Problems

HOME ECONOMICS CLUB TO HEAR SPECIALIST

Tree Stands Naked Before Eyes of Public and Merrill Hall.

DEBATE SEASON TO BE OPENED FEBRUARY 25

EASTERN TRIP AND TRIANGLE DEBATE TO Feature This Year's Schedule.

OLD STRUCTURE TO BE REMOVED

Music Center and Practice Home to Be Changed to New Location.

SHOW FEATURES HONEY EXHIBIT

Will Display Product in Demonstration Hall Jan. 30. Feb. 1

FINISH IN TOWN

Revolution Director Starts Selection of Comedy Cast

Third Annual Pool and Billiard Tilt to Start

SHOW-OFF TO BE GIVEN TUESDAY

Preparations Nearly Finished with Final Rehearsals in Progress

A. I. E. PLAN IMPORTANT MEETING FOR SENIORS

Keder Banquet Funds
Go to Student Loan Graduation in June

CO-EDS LIST 29 RIFLE MATCHES

Will Fire in Telegraphic Matches with Schools Throughout the Country

BARRY COUNTY BOYS TO BE GUESTS HERE

Will Be Guests of Banquet Given by Barry County Students.

CONVINCING FACTS ABOUT TERM REPORTS

Search Reveals Interesting Facts About Term Reports

At the Union
America Discovered for $7200

Old records show that the cost of Columbus' first expedition to America amounted, in modern exchange, to only $7200. To finance Columbus, Isabella, Queen of Spain, offered to pay for her jews. Today word comes from Spain indicating that a twelfth century importation from the new world is fast effecting a sufficient saving to ransom many royal jewels. The Spanish Northern Railway reports that the American equipment with which, in 1924, the railroad electrified a mountainous section of its line from Uto to Papapius has accomplished the following economies:

1. A saving of 22% in the cost of power.
2. A reduction of 19% in the number of engine miles for the same traffic handled.
3. A saving of 30% in the cost of repairs and upkeep for locomotives.
4. A saving of 26% in crew expenses.
5. A reduction of 40% in the cost of moving a ton-kilometer of freight.

In every part of the world, electricity has replaced less efficient methods and is saving sums far greater than the ransom of a queen's jewels. You will always find it an important advantage in your work and in your home.
Fifty Beautiful Co-eds to Shine in Mellow Beams of “Spanish Moon”

Well, winter weather was at last and it looked as if the students would have to be content with the closest thing to snow outside the walls of the Student Union. Therefore on Wednesday evening in the Student Union under the direction of H. E. Sherburne, Michigan at Michigan’s first outdoor variety show was given.

Those of the crowd who were asked to collect the pictures of the show found that they were to be successful not only in the gathering of pictures but also of ideas for future shows.

Mr. Hallada, who is in charge of the pictures, said that he would like to see the pictures of the show given in future shows and that the pictures of the show are to be given to the Union.

Sickness of General Laster Indefinitely Postpones Inspection

The Michigan campus was given a chance to get a picture of the show, which was postponed indefinitely on account of sickness of General Laster.

Personal

Mr. A. B. Harford

Practice House Stages

Cardy Jewelry

The Hunt Food Shop

East Lansing Dry Goods

A Fine Place to Bring the Lady After the Party

Campus Grill

It costs a lot, but Camel must have the best

It is true that Camel is the quality cigarette, but it costs to make it so. To make Camel the favorite it is costs the finest tobacco and the finest cigarette product. Camel is the cigarette of the future and all that is needed is to make sure that all who smoke it will enjoy it.

Your taste will delight itself in the new flavor. Camel has brought the taste of the popular cigarette and the taste of the fine cigarette. Camel is the cigarette of the future and all that is needed is to make sure that all who smoke it will enjoy it.
What lies beyond the mountains?

MOUNTAINS blocked the trail of the pioneers who hoped for a new life. But that towering wall of solid rock was only the first of many obstacles. Beyond the mountains lay more mountains, each one higher and more formidable than the last. The pioneers had to climb over them, crossing rivers and streams, and dodging dangerous animals. They had to find food and water, and they had to avoid Indians who might attack them.

The pioneers were hardy people, but even they had their limits. They had to rely on their own skills and determination to overcome the obstacles in their path. Sometimes they succeeded, and sometimes they failed. But their courage and perseverance will always be remembered as an inspiration to future generations who face challenges of their own.